Abstract In this paper, an acetone planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) technique for nonintrusive temperature imaging is demonstrated in gas-phase (Pr = 0.72) turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection at Rayleigh number Ra = 1.3·10
. The PLIF technique provides quantitative spatially correlated temperature data without the flow intrusion or time lag associated with physical probes, and without the significant path averaging that plagues most optical heat-transfer diagnostic tools, such as the MachZehnder interferometer, thus making PLIF an attractive choice for quantitative thermal imaging in easily perturbed, complex three-dimensional flow fields. The ''instantaneous'' (20-ns integration time) thermal images presented have a spatial resolution of 176·176·500 lm and a single-pulse temperature measurement precision of ± 2.5 K, or 2.5% of the total temperature difference. These images represent a two-dimensional slice through a complex three-dimensional flow, allowing for thermal structure of the turbulence to be quantified. Statistics such as the horizontally averaged temperature profile, root-mean square (rms) temperature fluctuation, two-point spatial correlations, and conditionally averaged plume structures are computed from an ensemble of 100 temperature images. The profiles of the mean temperature and rms temperature fluctuation are in good agreement with previously published data, and the results obtained from the twopoint spatial correlations and conditionally averaged temperature fields show the importance of large-scale coherent structures in this turbulent flow.
Roman symbols
Boltzmann's constant, 1.38·10 -23 J/K Pr Prandtl number evaluated at the mean of hot and cold wall temperatures (-) Greek symbols
Averaging operations
AEsae denotes averaging of quantity s over 100-image ensemble " s s denotes averaging of single-shot quantity s over the horizontal dimension
Introduction
Fundamental experimental studies of turbulent convective heat transfer are important in engineering applications such as fire safety and enhanced heat exchangers, as well as for scientific research in the areas of buoyancygenerated turbulence and development of subgrid computational models for large-eddy simulation tools. Such detailed convection studies require quantitative, spatially and temporally resolved temperature and velocity measurements obtained in a nonintrusive manner because of the readily perturbed nature of thin boundary layers and buoyancy-driven flows. Multicomponent velocity diagnostics such as laser-Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) have undergone considerable development over the last two decades, and these systems are now commercially available and are standard equipment in many fluid mechanics and convection laboratories. However, nonintrusive temperature diagnostics for spatially/temporally resolved convection studies are generally not as well developed as velocity diagnostics. Temperature diagnostics for convection studies have typically included intrusive devices such as cold wires, thermocouples, and resistance temperature detectors, which are limited to point measurements, can significantly perturb local velocity and temperature fields and suffer from limited time response because of a finite probe thermal inertia. Nonintrusive quantitative temperature imaging has been widely performed using interferometric methods (Goldstein 1983) , which yield line-of-sight integrated data and therefore provide a two-dimensional (2-D) imaging measurement, which is of limited utility in highly three-dimensional (3-D) turbulent flow fields.
For liquid-phase flows, planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) and thermochroic liquid-crystal thermography (LCT) are attractive options to line-of-sight techniques. PLIF and LCT allow for acquisition of ''full field'' quantitative temperature images on both an instantaneous and time-mean basis, without the extensive path averaging that plagues interferometric methods. Sakakibara et al. (1993 Sakakibara et al. ( , 1997 nonintrusively obtained 2-D images of u, v, and T in turbulent pipe and stagnation flows of water using combined PIV and PLIF. They seeded their water flow with Rhodamine 590, a common laser dye, which fluoresces when illuminated with chopped lasersheet pulses from a CW Ar + laser. Using this Rhodamine PLIF method, ''instantaneous'' temperature images were obtained with an uncertainty of ±1.2 K, and these data were combined with the simultaneous PIV data to obtain in-plane maps of the Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux. Sakakibara and Adrian (1999) used a two-color Rhodamine PLIF technique in a turbulent thermal convection flow of water. The dynamics of the convection at Ra = 1.3·10 7 were sufficiently slow to sweep the illuminating laser sheet across the flow field and obtain quasiinstantaneous 3-D temperature data, which revealed the full 3-D structure of complex buoyant thermals at all stages of their development.
Günther and von Rohr (2000) used the LCT technique to measure temperature and velocity simultaneously in a turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard flow of water at Ra = 3.4·10 5 . They seeded the water flow with 20-lm thermochroic liquid crystals, which were also used as seed particles for simultaneous PIV, and illuminated the flow with a chopped white-light sheet. The LCT technique is attractive for liquid flow applications because its high temperature sensitivity provides temperature resolution on the order of 0.1 K, allowing for constant-property flows to be studied, and because the large liquid-crystal particles provide for the straightforward addition of simultaneous PIV. The LCT technique also does not require laser illumination, making the method potentially less costly than LIF methods.
While the Rhodamine PLIF and LCT methods mentioned here have proved very effective in liquid-phase flows, they typically cannot be applied in the gas phase because dyes such as Rhodamine must be dissolved in a liquid solution and because the large size of the LCT particles hinders their entrainment into very low momentum buoyant gas flows. For gas-phase PLIF measurements, acetone is an effective seed molecule due to its high vapor pressure, low toxicity, and broadband UV absorption spectrum that is readily accessed by high-intensity Nd:YAG and excimer laser systems. Acetone PLIF has been widely used for gas-phase scalar mixing studies (Lozano et al. 1992; Meyer et al. 1999) . Recently, Thurber et al. (1997 , 1998 ), Thurber (1999 ), and Thurber and Hanson (1999 performed the first investigation of the potential of acetone PLIF as a temperature diagnostic. Thurber et al. quantified the temperature dependence of acetone fluorescence for excitation at several commercially available pulsed-laser wavelengths (Thurber et al. 1998) , while also investigating the effects of pressure and oxygen concentration on the acetone PLIF signal (Thurber and Hanson 1999) . Acetone PLIF thermometry was also demonstrated in a heated jet flow (Thurber et al. 1998) , and in a mixed convection flow over a circular cylinder (Thurber et al. 1997) .
In this paper the acetone PLIF thermometry technique put forth by Thurber et al. is applied to gas-phase turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection. The acetone PLIF method allows for gas-phase thermometry and yields spatially correlated data without the flow intrusion or time lag associated with physical probes, and without the significant path averaging that plagues most optical heattransfer diagnostic tools. The paper begins with a summary of key acetone PLIF principles for temperature measurements, which is followed by the pertinent details of the present PLIF apparatus, and the procedures used for data acquisition, data reduction, and temperature calibration. The results are then presented in terms of singlelaser-pulse (or ''single-shot'') temperature maps and the appropriate statistics averaged over the ensemble of 100 single-shot temperature fields and over the horizontal dimension where appropriate. The paper closes with a concise uncertainty analysis of the PLIF results.
PLIF thermometry principles
Acetone PLIF temperature measurements are performed by illuminating the flow field of interest with a pulsed UV laser sheet. The flow is seeded with the acetone molecule, which is electronically excited by the absorption of UV photons and re-emits a temperature-dependent fluorescence signal in the visible spectrum (350 to 550 nm) as a fraction of the excited population decays to the ground state via spontaneous emission. For ''weak'' (i.e. nonsaturating) laser excitation, the LIF signal is best modeled by an equation of the following form (Thurber et al. 1997 (Thurber et al. , 1998 :
where g opt is the efficiency of the signal collection optics, W/4p is the fractional solid angle of signal collection, is the laser fluence (J/cm 2 ), hc/k is the energy per laser photon, V c is the signal collection volume (in this case, a CCD pixel projected into the object plane and multiplied by the local laser-sheet thickness), n a =v a P/kT is the local number density of acetone molecules, r is the acetone absorption cross section at the laser wavelength k, and / is
